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Description

The CreationContributionRole is the field for tracking the instrument of contributions (composition/performance). Would it be enough

to track the general "instrument" relation between a creation and an artist? This would mean, that we cannot distinguish anymore, if

someone composed the guitar part and/or performed it, but it would definitley reduce the complexity of the gui. What would be the

usecase, if that kind of distictions are neccessary?

Related issues:

Related to collecting_society - Webfrontend #811: Creation: change contributi... Erledigt

Related to collecting_society - Userfeedback #764: UX Auswahl Contribution Neu

History

#1 - 03/13/2019 11:00 PM - Thomas Mielke

- Related to Webfrontend #811: Creation: change contribution gui added

#2 - 03/13/2019 11:01 PM - Alexander Blum

- Related to Userfeedback #764: UX Auswahl Contribution added

#3 - 03/15/2019 03:13 PM - Meik Michalke

- Assignee changed from Meik Michalke to Alexander Blum

no, it is not possible to drop this information, as the distribution of money depends on it.

to be more precise, it's not important to known which instrument someone composed for, it would be totally sufficient to know who composed or wrote

lyrics (even if it's multiple pleople).

for the interpretation, theoretically it's also not pressing to know the exact instrument, but it might actually become important, e.g., if only certain

instrument tracks were used in a remix.

so the destiction between composition and performance is of absolute importance. the connection to instruments is only of relevance for performance

rights.

if you suggest to leave out the instruments just for the next testing phase, that would be doable. but sooner or later we'd have to add them back again.

#4 - 03/16/2019 11:14 AM - Alexander Blum

- Status changed from Feedback to Erledigt

#5 - 10/08/2019 03:38 PM - Alexander Blum

- Target version changed from 2) Testing phase II to Repertoire 2) Testing phase II
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#6 - 10/08/2019 03:54 PM - Alexander Blum

- Project changed from repertoire to collecting_society
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